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Developing Social Housing Today 

David Shelton, Chairman of SDS, looks back over 20 years of social housing 

development and looks forward to the challenges of the future. 

 

Twenty years ago when SDS started trading, life in the social housing development world was very 

simple and straightforward.  You found a scheme, you applied for some grant and you built it. True, 

it was all very unsophisticated: grant might be allocated, but that was no guarantee of receiving it 

when you needed it; providers of private finance in the post 1988 Housing Act era were still trying to 

understand the risks; there was no policy of linking rents to public subsidy; private developers tried 

their best to get rid of their s.106 planning obligations and generally associations and developers 

viewed each other with deep suspicion because neither understood each other. As we progressed 

through the nineties grant rates kept going down, but every year housing associations overbid for 

what grant was available. 

That’s enough of the nostalgia.  

A key characteristic of today’s development scene , is that associations are no longer the sole 

providers of social housing.  Local authorities, ALMOS, private housing associations and private 

developers all develop social housing and even most private developers have at last grasped the 

economics behind it. 

Associations now offer a mix of tenures: affordable and social rent, shared ownership, private rent 

and increasingly, private sales. This last activity has been actively encouraged by the government in 

order to cross subsidize schemes from the profit they generate. Unfortunately many organizations 

fail to appreciate either the risk of speculative development or the business processes needed – but 

let’s hope they learn before one of them falls flat on their face. Confidence in the housing market is 

faltering, asking prices are easing back and mortgage rates are expected to be on an upward 

trajectory very soon.  

One expectation, cited by many, is that public subsidy will disappear. This is hard to believe, despite 

the downward trend in grant rates (though this halted in the recent 2015-18 NAHP announcement). 

Social housing requires subsidy.  If it didn’t, then we would have no need for a social housing sector 
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as we know it.  The debate has to be about how that subsidy is provided – capital or revenue 

(preferably a mix of both) and who should provide it? 

Planning has always been a headache for developers. Being a political process, this in large part is 

inevitable. Although there has been a significant loosening of planning regulations, getting a 

planning consent seems just as difficult as ever. We have to make a significant improvement to the 

supply of housing, not just through land releases, but also by reducing the bureaucracy when making 

a planning application.  

Changes in demand factors, e.g. employment, wage growth, interest rates, mortgage availability and 

confidence, have an immediate impact on house prices. Loosening supply constraints will help offset 

these at a much gentler pace, but this is no excuse for not addressing the supply side.  One good 

thing out of this debate is that housing has moved up the scale of political importance. It would be 

even better if the role of Housing Minister was not treated as a temporary job!  But the public 

appears at last to be accepting the argument for more housing. 

In the past 20 years the Ludo counter called “Housing Regulator” has been round the board and is 

back where it started.  We now have the Housing Corporation, largely as was, but under a different 

name.  It’s hard not to view the whole exercise of splitting it up and then putting it back together, as 

a colossal waste of money. Still, in the main, the HCA has supported the sector well and provided the 

essential oversight, necessary for private lenders to continue lending on reasonable terms (save for 

the horrendous hiatus caused by the banking crash in 2008 – but let’s not go there, the pain from 

that fallout is still very real for many of us). 

Housing benefit changes are starting to have an impact. Despite gloomy predictions around the so 

called bedroom tax and the benefit cap, an increase in voids has not materialized. The need for 

social housing is based on economic circumstances, rather than a desire of people to choose that 

form of tenure. When economic conditions improve, as they have been, people will be motivated to 

cope with these changes.  What is surprising, is that despite improving economic health, wage 

inflation has remained weak.  But the demand for housing  of all tenures is also fuelled by 

demographic changes and here there have been real problems caused by an aging population and 

young people being forced to live with their parents much longer than they would prefer. We need 

more homes suitable for single persons and for the elderly.  Much of what was developed for the 

elderly is today sub-standard. 

So, what of the future?  

Housing associations are starting to become more like private developers, albeit with very different 

objectives and this transition is likely to continue. The reality of associations making sufficient profit 

to subsidize social housing, without public subsidy, becomes a possibility.  But will associations want 

to go down that path?  Is that what they set themselves up to be?  Remember that profit is 

absolutely essential to guard against the high risk associated with private development.  At the very 

least, the profit has to be secured before it can be used for other purposes. Too often profit is 

identified and ‘spent’ before the cash is realized. Private development has the capacity, when it goes 

wrong, to cause serious problems for the association’s social housing business. Funders are likely to 

be very wary of lending on this basis. 
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Local authorities, with the political ambition to develop, are in a good position to make a 

contribution to the housing supply, especially where they have land to contribute.  They also have 

the advantage over other developers in that their borrowing rate is lower than rates for associations. 

Their problem is that councilors are by definition politically driven and unlikely to understand the 

business of development.  It would be very easy for a council to find itself in trouble through a lack 

of appropriate corporate oversight.  A few bad experiences could prompt a future government to 

rein in the fledgling revival of council house building. In contrast, associations have boards 

composed of experienced and knowledgeable people. They are invariably paid to exercise proper 

governance and are subject to regulation. 

Development is exciting! It is hugely rewarding to see something built and to play a part in its 

creation.  It’s satisfying to see people move from cramped or unsatisfactory living conditions, into 

something modern and comfortable. Associations in particular are motivated to increase their stock. 

Indeed for many this is an essential part of their long term business strategy.  I’ve no doubt they will 

go on developing.  They will face different challenges. Overcoming those challenges is what makes 

development exciting and that will continue to motivate SDS in the services it provides to 

developers. 
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